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Frequently Asked Questions About Offshore Wind 
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How much energy will the wind turbines generate? 
• Wind farms in the Gulf of Maine could provide renewable energy exceeding New England’s 

current energy needs. 
• The federal Department of Energy has determined that the Gulf of Maine could produce up 

to 200,000 megawatts of power, exceeding our current electricity needs throughout New 
England. - U.S. DOE 2010 

• Wind farms will provide thousands of megawatts of safe, renewable power for region for 
decades to come. !

Will offshore wind turbines ruin coastal views? 
The wind turbines will be quite far offshore, barely visible on the horizon from coastal areas. !
How tall are the wind turbines? 
Wind turbines are generally 400-500 feet, though the largest one now 9 MW and 700 feet 
tall! Even though they are very large, they will be barely visible from shore. !
How do wind turbines work? 
The wind turns the blades (many design variations) around a rotor which is connected to the 
main shaft. It spins a generator to create electricity. There are many diagrams and videos 
online about how turbines work, including at energy.gov and boem.gov.  !
Are wind turbines safe? What if there’s a severe storm? 
Wind turbines are considered quite safe. The turbines are on floating platforms that are 
anchored to moorings. They are designed to withstand waves, severe storms, hurricane-force 
winds and even ice flows. They have lightning protection systems and are equipped with 
navigation and aviation warning lights. !
What is the lifetime of a wind turbine? 
Estimates vary, but 20-25 years is the accepted range. 
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How does the wind energy get from the ocean to the electrical grid? 
The turbine is connected to the grid by a power cable buried beneath the seabed (away from 
anchors and fishing gear). The power is transmitted to an onshore power station that is 
integrated into the grid. !
Will the turbines do damage to the ocean floor? 
When constructed with careful planning, they are considered to be of minimal impact, but 
more studies are being done as more wind farms come online. !
Will the turbines restrict fishing? 
Commercial fishing crews are working with researchers at the new Block Island Wind Farm in 
Rhode Island to study the impacts on fishing. Some initial data is interesting, such as the fact 
that there can be different species of fish located under different towers. Those in the fishing 
industry of RI seem pleased that some of their own are working directly with researchers. !
Will turbines disrupt marine life? 
• Floating turbine platforms are anchored to the bottom and function as an artificial reef, often 

increasing shellfish and other animals who feed on them. 
• Turbine platforms will be floating and anchored to the bottom. They are 
• The National Wildlife Federation states that when wind is located, constructed and operated 

without threatening coastal and marine life, no significant long-term impacts. !
Will they disrupt whale or bird migration? 
Offshore wind’s potential to reduce air and water pollution have the potential to make the 
natural world a cleaner, safer place for wildlife. After the construction period, the impact to 
animals is expected to be minimal and that wildlife will adjust by swimming around the 
platforms. Construction guidelines have been developed to protect wildlife. !
What are the benefits to having our electricity come from offshore wind? 
• Energy from wind is safe, clean and renewable.  
• Wind farms offer reliable energy are modular, low-maintenance, and they don't create toxic 

or radioactive waste. !
Are there other wind projects like this? 
Yes! There are successful offshore wind farms all over the world. In 2016, America’s first 
offshore wind project, The Block Island Wind Farm, was completed in Rhode Island. Many 
more are expected to be up and running within the next decade! We could be next! !
Where can I learn even more about the benefits of offshore wind? 
Visit the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s website at boem.gov/offshore-wind-energy 
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Where are the wind turbines built? How long will it take? 
Local wind sites will lead to local production, especially floating systems that can be built at 
the shore.  Once sited and permitted, construction can be done in a just a few seasons. The 
wind farm will provide an economic boost to regional businesses and maintenance jobs. !
How can I help support offshore wind for New Hampshire? 
• Talk about offshore wind! Many Granite Staters are just learning about this great opportunity. 

When we talk about it with friends and colleagues, we help with the transition to 100% 
renewable energy. 

• When large-scale infrastructure projects and fossil fuel expansion are suggested, bring up 
the potential in offshore wind as a clean, safe, renewable solution. 

• Email your state representative and tell them the many advantages of offshore wind. Attach 
one of our downloadable brochures and refer them to one of our partner’s websites to learn 
more. Ask your state representative to talk to the Governor and encourage requesting a 
federal task force to study offshore wind in the Gulf of Maine. 

• Download and print some of our brochures and make them available at conferences, 
meetings, trainings and tabling events. !

How can I get involved with the campaign for offshore wind and participate in event? 
Visit 350NH.org for more information about upcoming events. !
Where can I learn more? !
Facebook    NHoffshoreWind !
Seacoast Anti-Pollution League  SALPNH.org/current-issues/renewable-energy-for-NH !
National Wildlife Federation  http://nwf.org/What-We-Do/Energy-and-Climate/ 
     Renewable-Energy/Offshore-Wind.aspx !
350 New Hampshire   350NH.org/wind !
ECHO Action NH   ECHOaction.org/offshore-wind !

http://350NH.org
http://SALPNH.org
http://nwf.org/What-We-Do/Energy-and-Climate/

